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ABSTRACT

This study used non-experimental survey research to gather data on the kinds of dropout prevention programs in place in West Virginia high schools in 2014-15 and to evaluate their effectiveness based on possible relationships between principals’ perceptions of the programs and graduation rates. The study focused on nine of 15 effective strategies for dropout prevention identified by the National Dropout Prevention Center: School-Community Collaboration, Safe Learning Environment, Family Engagement, Mentoring/Tutoring, Service Learning, Alternative School, After School, Individualized Instructional, and Career and Technical Education Programs. A tenth program, Alternative Pathways to Diploma, cited as one of four policy recommendations and best practices for West Virginia by a National Governors Association Grant Study, was added. Survey data were collected via Internet and the United States Postal Service from among the entire population of 116 West Virginia high school principals for the school year 2014-15 with a response rate of 72% (n = 83). The study identified percentages for each of the 10 programs. The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation statistical test revealed no correlation between the number of programs used and graduation rates. Independent Samples T-tests showed no relationship between programs not in use and graduation rate. A Chi-Square test did show statistical significance among principals’ perceptions of effectiveness. The ANOVA showed a relationship between principals’ perceptions and graduation rate for one program, Alternative Pathways to Diploma.
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION, OVERVIEW, PROBLEM STATEMENT

Despite increasing public attention to high school dropout rates, nearly one in three high school students in the United States fails to graduate. This crisis parallels increasing technology demands and the fact that workers can expect to hold more than 10 jobs during their early working careers, based on baby boomers’ employment between ages 18-44 (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010). The dropout crisis in the United States prompted President Obama to add an additional $900 million in federal dollars in March 2010 to improve the nation’s graduation rates, but the degree to which states have addressed this issue varies widely. In addition, issues related to dropout rates will likely increase due to the youth population’s movement toward a higher number of low-income, immigrant and minority students, who are among the groups with lower graduation rates (Steinberg & Almeida, 2004).

In 2010-11, all states began using a common measure, the four-year cohort graduation rate, for reporting graduation rates. This uniform measure, designed to provide a more meaningful comparison of graduation rates across states and school districts, is defined as a group of students who enters the ninth grade for the first time together with the expectation of graduating within four years. The graduation rate for the cohort is calculated based on the percentage of students in a cohort who earn a diploma within four years of entering the ninth grade, and the dropout rate is calculated based on the percentage of students in the cohort who drop out during the same period. A four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate, as defined in federal regulation 34 C.F.R. 200.19(b) (1) (i)-(iv), is the number of students who graduate in four years with a regular high school diploma divided by the number of students who form the
adjusted cohort for the graduating class. The cohort is “adjusted” by adding transfer students and subtracting students who transfer out, emigrate out of the country, or die during that time period.

The 2011-12 averaged freshman cohort dropout rate ranged from 7% for Vermont to 32% for Mississippi (Kids Count Data Center, 2015). Unfortunately, high dropout rates correlate with increased poverty rates, creating a cycle of poverty that is difficult to address. In 2008, young adults ages 25-34, with a four-year degree, earned 28% more than young adults with a two-year degree, 53% more than high school completers, and 96% more than dropouts (Aud & Hannes, 2010). The statistics speak for themselves. Improving graduation rates not only helps individuals but also benefits communities and states. In the United States, in 2009, 16.6% of children in the Northeast lived in poverty, 19.1 and 19.2% in the Midwest and West lived in poverty, and 22.8% in the South lived in poverty (Djamba, Davidson, & Aga, 2012). States with the highest poverty rates also have the poorest rural populations (Johnson, Showalter, Klein, & Lester, 2014), which is associated with other social issues. Poverty coexists in West Virginia, for example, with lower educational achievement for women and higher teen pregnancy rates (Djamba et al., 2012), along with high dropout rates.

Much has been written about the dropout crisis and programs that attempt to address the issue, but the issue of program effectiveness is complex, and there is a lack of definitive directives for programs. In fact, many dropout prevention programs are being used in schools across the nation with little to no tracking of these programs’ effectiveness (Catalano, Berglund, Ryan, Lonczak, & Hawkins, 2004).

**West Virginia’s Challenges**

Drop-out prevention in West Virginia, like that in many rural and poor states or districts, faces many challenges. West Virginia’s challenges include high poverty rates, increased costs
due to transportation difficulties caused by a rugged terrain, student academic performance that is among the lowest in the nation, high numbers of special education students, and low teacher pay. The *Why Rural Matters 2013-14: The Condition of Rural Education in the 50 States* report sets West Virginia’s priority needs ranking at 13 out of 50 when compared to states with rural schools in need based on the poverty level, its mediocre graduation rates, and low national test scores (Johnson et al., 2014). West Virginia ranks eighth out of 50 on socioeconomic challenges. The report shows 27% of families with children ages 0-5 living in poverty, and 67.1% of single mother families as living in poverty. West Virginia’s median household income for rural adults is among the lowest in the nation, despite an unemployment rate that hovers near the national average, two factors rated as crucial by *Why Rural Matters* (Johnson et al., 2014). The Center for Law and Social Policy (CLASP), a non-profit organization in Washington, D.C. that seeks to develop and support federal, state, and local policies to strengthen low-income families and create pathways to work, sets the number at 24% for West Virginia’s children living in poverty (2012). Pockets of multigenerational poverty, such as that seen in McDowell County, with a poverty rate of 37.7%, free and reduced lunch rates of 82%, and a dropout rate that was 50% in 2000, reflect the same increased dropout rate phenomenon (Erickson, Reid, Nelson, O’Shaughnessy, & Berube, 2008).

In addition to high poverty rates, West Virginia faces challenges based on the rugged terrain and harsh winter weather. More than half of West Virginia’s schools are in rural, mountainous areas, and over one-third of all students live in rural school districts (Johnson et al., 2014). The West Virginia Blue Ribbon Commission on Highways reports that more than one-third (36%) of West Virginia’s major roads are either in poor or mediocre condition, and 33% of West Virginia’s rural roads are in poor condition, the third highest percentage in the nation.
Add to that number the roads that are not state-maintained and the often-harsh winters, and the result is high absenteeism and higher transportation costs for students. Increased transportation costs drain West Virginia’s educational funds, reducing funds that can be spent on other educational initiatives. On average, school districts nationwide spend $11.71 on educational initiatives for every dollar spent on transportation; West Virginia, however, spends only $7.40 on educational initiatives for every dollar spent on transportation, the lowest of all states, at least partly due to transportation difficulties (Johnson et al., 2014). Why Rural Matters 2013-14 rates this spending disparity as a crucial factor that must be addressed for West Virginia students.

In addition, high numbers of special needs students and low teacher pay contribute to lower test scores and increased difficulty in attracting qualified teachers. In educational outcomes, according to Why Rural Matters 2013-14, West Virginia ranks 2nd out of the 50 states, a ranking of “urgent,” and nearly one in six school age children is identified as having special needs. Only rural New Mexico has lower average scores on reading and mathematics on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), the largest nationally representative assessment of America’s students, and according to the Kids Count Data Center (2015), two out of 10 WV students did not graduate with their cohort group in 2011-12.

**Statement of Purpose**

The purpose of this study is to gather information about the kinds of dropout intervention programs in place in 2014-15 in West Virginia high schools and to evaluate their effectiveness based on graduation rate and principals’ perceptions of the programs’ impact. These intervention programs are based on those identified by West Virginia Senate Bill 228 and subsequently placed in the West Virginia Department of Education’s Comprehensive District/School Dropout
Prevention Plans (CDSDPP) Guidance Document (2012). The document specifically references the National Dropout Prevention Center’s Effective Strategies for Dropout Prevention (2015), 10 of which are reproduced word for word in Senate Bill 228. This study uses 9 of the 10 strategies identified by the National Dropout Prevention Center and adopted by West Virginia, excluding only early childhood literacy, as this is not a subject a high school principal could be expected to address with reference to school year 2014-15. In addition, this study includes principals’ perceptions of the state’s use of multiple pathways to graduation, as this is suggested for county use in the WVDE CDSDPP Guidance Document, which was developed to help counties develop comprehensive district/school dropout prevention and alternative education plans, as mandated by Senate Bill 228.

Significance and Justification

This study identifies dropout prevention programs put in place in high schools across West Virginia as a result of Senate Bill 228 and explores principals’ perceptions of the programs used in conjunction with the graduation rates in their schools. This investigation, with its specific focus on dropout prevention program participation, is significant in that it provides data as to which programs principals believe to be effective in improving graduation rates, and it also creates an overview of programs in place in West Virginia. Findings offer insight into commonly used programs directly related to West Virginia’s guidance document for dropout prevention and initiatives put in place at the state level and based on guidance from national organizations such as the National Center for Dropout Prevention. This evaluation of dropout prevention programs currently in place indicates possible effectiveness of these programs and applicability of specific programs to situations with similar participants. Exploring the programs’ effects on student graduation rates and administrators’ perceptions of the programs’
impact may assist those designing programs or considering further implementation of programs already in place.

**Limitations of the Study**

The study is limited by the veracity and thoughtfulness of the principals as they record their perceptions. It is also limited in that it looks only at graduation rate increases for one year, which may not be reflective of the cumulative or longitudinal effects of programs.

**Research Questions**

The following research questions guide this inquiry:

1) What dropout prevention programs do principals identify as being in place in West Virginia high schools?

2) What relationship, if any, exists between the number of dropout prevention programs in place and graduation rates?

3) What are principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program?

4) What relationship, if any, exists between principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program and graduation rates?

5) What relationship, if any, exists between programs not used and graduation rates?

**Delimitations**

The study does not attempt to look at factors that may affect dropout rates, such as socioeconomic issues, familial considerations, or cultural expectations. Also, the study does not look at community-based programs that may affect the dropout rate. Instead, the study looks specifically at interventions put in place by high schools throughout the state during 2014-15.
The study also assesses only the principals’ perceptions of program effectiveness rather than those of other educators, parents, students, or community members.

**Definitions**

**Averaged Freshman Graduation Rate (AFGR)** – measure that uses aggregate student enrollment data to estimate the size of an incoming freshman class and aggregate counts of the number of regular diplomas awarded four years later. This rate focuses on public high school students as opposed to all high school students or the general population.

**Dropout** – any student who leaves school and does not enroll in another school or program that culminates in a high school diploma or certificate.

** Dropout Prevention Programs** - for the purposes of this study, dropout prevention programs considered by principals are defined as those programs that were identified by the National Dropout Prevention Center as effective strategies for dropout prevention and subsequently cited in West Virginia Senate Bill 228, passed March 12, 2011, which created the Local Solution Dropout Prevention and Recovery Act of 2011, in addition to “multiple pathways to graduation,” cited as one of four policy recommendations and best practices for West Virginia by the National Governors Association (NGA) grant study (*Achieving Graduation for All West Virginians*, 2011).

**Graduation Rates** – for the purposes of this study, graduation rates with reference to the research questions will use the Averaged Freshman Graduation Rate, a measure that uses aggregate student enrollment data to estimate the size of an incoming freshman class and aggregate counts of the number of regular diplomas awarded four years later.

**National Event Dropout Rate** – measure based on the Current Population Survey that estimates the percentage of private and public school students who left high school between the beginning
of one school year and the beginning of the next without earning either a high school diploma or an equivalency certificate. This measure provides information about United States high school students who are leaving school without receiving a diploma or certificate, which means it may not provide an accurate picture of the dropout rate overall but rather provides a snapshot of dropouts in a particular school year.

**National Status Dropout Rate** – measure based on Child Protective Services data and American Community Survey information that estimates the percentage of individuals in a given age range who are not in school and have not earned a high school diploma or equivalency certificate. This measure focuses on an overall age group rather than United States high school students and can be used to study general population issues.

**Number of Dropout Prevention Programs in Place in Each School** - this number is tallied from the 10 programs listed in the survey distributed to 2014-15 West Virginia High School principals and is based on nine of 15 programs identified by the National Dropout Prevention Center as effective strategies for dropout prevention and one additional program, multiple pathways to graduation, which was cited as one of four policy recommendations and best practices for West Virginia by the National Governors Association (NGA) grant study *(Achieving Graduation for All West Virginians, 2011).*

**Principals’ Perceptions of the Effectiveness of Each Dropout Prevention Program** – refers to the four-point ranking, from “highly effective” to “highly ineffective” by each responding principals of his/her perceived effectiveness of the particular program in reducing the dropout rate at his/her school for the 2014-15 school year.
CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Policy researchers have called for national graduation rates of 90% by the year 2020 (Zaff et al., 2014). Despite efforts at the state and national levels, the dropout rate remained relatively consistent through the last quarter of the 20th century. Local efforts brought about a decrease in dropout rates overall over the last five years, but the progress is uneven among states, with large populations of low-income and minority students still leaving school without completing (DePaoli et al., 2015). The dropout problem in the United States is not a new one, but the stakes are increasingly high. Labor economist Anthony Carnevale, Georgetown University, predicts that by 2018 nearly two-thirds of United States jobs will require some college education in addition to a high school diploma (Carnevale, Smith, & Strohl, 2010). According to this report, postsecondary education will provide access to occupations across the economy, while dropouts will be limited to three occupational clusters that are either declining or offer low wages: food and personal services, sales and office support, and blue collar jobs (Carnevale et al., 2010). The costs associated with dropouts do not end with lost wages. Increases in healthcare costs, crime spending, and other social issues associated with high dropout rates compound the problem.

The benefits of an educated populace and the high costs of dropouts have been well documented (Levin, Belfield, Muennig, & Rouse, 2007; National Center on Education and the Economy, 2007; Rumberger, 2013). A high school diploma helps ensure happier, healthier citizens and a stronger, safer economy. High school graduates are more likely to be employed, earn more, and generate a stronger economy (Statista Portal, 2013). The median income of dropouts in 2009 was approximately $25,000, compared to approximately $43,000 for a high
school graduate, translating into approximately $630,000 in lost income over a dropout’s lifetime (Rouse, 2007). Multiply that amount by the number of dropouts nationwide, and the societal costs are staggering. The Alliance for Excellent Education, a Washington, D.C.-based national policy and advocacy organization, reports that dropouts cost the nation billions in lost wages, taxes, and productivity over their lifetimes, with the 1.2 million dropouts reported in 2011 costing the nation approximately $154 billion over these students’ lifetimes (2011).

Dropout rates affect quality of life in other ways, including overall health, as high school graduates have fewer health problems and longer life expectancies (Blackwell, Lucas, & Clarke, 2014; Rumberger, 2012). High school dropouts experience more heart and lung disease, including high blood pressure, stroke, emphysema, asthma, hay fever, chronic bronchitis, and obstructive pulmonary disease. They have more diabetes and kidney and liver problems, more back and neck pain, more vision and dental problems, and more mental health issues. Despite these problems, they are less likely to have a regular doctor or visit a doctor for care and more likely to visit the emergency room (Blackwell et al., 2014).

Not only do high school graduates live healthier lives, they are also more likely to be involved in social and political issues. In both the 2004 and 2008 national elections, voting participation increased in direct proportion to educational attainment. In 2008, for example, 71% of those with a bachelor's degree reported voting, compared to 57% of those with some college education, 40% of high school graduates and 27% of high school dropouts (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2011).

In addition to improved personal benefits and increased contributions to the economy and civic life, high school graduates are less likely to engage in criminal behavior or require social services (Machin, Marie, & Vujic, 2011; Moretti, 2005; Sum, Khatiwada, McLaughlin, & Palma,
2009). Failure to recognize the importance of high school graduation to the welfare of the general population may result in more serious overarching social issues. An independent task force chaired by former head of New York City Public Schools Joel Klein and former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice charged that the United States’ failure to educate students threatens the country’s ability to compete in a global economy and maintain its leadership role, and possibly even threatens national security (Klein, Rice, & Levy, 2012). This report highlights that dropouts are three times as likely to be unemployed as college graduates, three times as likely to live in poverty, and more likely to end up incarcerated. In addition, high school dropouts cannot serve in the United States military or serve in many roles that aid in national and local security (Klein et al., 2012). The benefits of dropout prevention—both for individuals and for society—are obvious, but identifying the most effective solutions has not been adequately addressed.

**History of Dropout Preventions Studies in the United States**

Federal, state and local programs to decrease dropout rates have been put in place throughout the United States, and results have been mixed. According to the National Center for Education Statistics, the dropout rate decreased from 12% to 7% from 1990 to 2013 (Kena et al., 2015), an encouraging statistic. In addition, studies have aided those attempting to curb the dropout rate; for example, the probability that a student will drop out increases based on several factors that have remained relatively stable. Socioeconomic status, for example, has consistently been a determining factor in dropout rates since 1972, when the National Council of Educational Statistics (NCES) began collecting data, with students from low-income families five times more likely to drop out than students from high-income families (Chapman, Laird, Ifill, & KewalRamani, 2011). This information is based on the national event dropout rate, an early
method used to collect data on dropout rates. The NCES defines the national event dropout rate as the percentage of private and public school students who left high school between the beginning of one school year and the beginning of the next without earning either a high school diploma or an equivalency certificate, which means it may not provide an accurate picture of the dropout rate overall but rather provides a snapshot of a particular school year (Chapman et al., 2011). However, because this data has been consistently gathered, it does provide data from the past 43 years that shed light on dropout trends. Since 1972, for example, national event dropout rates have been trending downward, from 6.1% in 1972 to 3.4% in 2009. In other words, fewer students are leaving school without receiving a diploma or certificate in recent years, and the trend holds true or Whites, African Americans, and Hispanics.

Another method used to look at dropout rates is the national status dropout rate, which measures the percentage of individuals in a specific age range who are not enrolled in high school and who do not have a high school diploma or certificate. This rate will be higher in any given year than the event dropout rate because it includes all United States youth in the 16- to 24-year-old age range, which is an indicator or the proportion of young people without a high school diploma or certificate. In 2009, there were approximately three million 16- to 24-year-olds not enrolled in high school who had not received a high school diploma or certificate (Chapman et al., 2011).

From 1972 to 2013, the status dropout rate was consistently highest for Hispanics, followed by Black, and then Whites. The rate during this period declined from 12.3 to 5.2% for Whites, from 21.3 to 9.3% for African Americans, and from 32.4 to 17.6% for Hispanics (Chapman et al., 2011).
Comparing these numbers to those of students who are members of the national averaged freshman graduation rate (AFGR), which uses aggregate student enrollment data to estimate the size of an incoming freshman class and aggregate counts of the number of regular diplomas awarded four years later, is difficult. AFGR numbers have only been tracked since 2004, and not all states began participating in the same year. In addition, current collection systems are inconsistent, providing further difficulties. However one looks at the AFGR numbers, they tell a darker story. The AFGR for public school students in the United States for the school year 2008-09 was 75.5%, ranging from 56.3% in Nevada to 90.7% in Wisconsin (Chapman et al., 2011). Despite the downward trends in dropout rates seen in both the national event dropout rate and status dropout rate measures, approximately one-fourth of students who begin with their cohort group in ninth grade do not graduate in four years with a high school diploma or certificate.

**Programs to Address Dropout Rates**

Dropout prevention programs to address the needs of at-risk students abound, and the approach each takes varies due to factors such as demographics, trained personnel, and funding sources. Researchers have attempted to identify key components of successful dropout prevention programs, and despite the disparate approaches, some commonalities have emerged that allow for classification of programs. Dynarski (2001) evaluated 20 programs funded by the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Program. The report found effective interventions to include: (a) creating smaller schools with small class sizes, (b) encouraging teachers to develop better relationships with students, (c) providing individual educational assistance, (d) focusing on addressing personal and family issues, and (e) assisting students in obtaining GED certificates.

Fashola & Slavin (1998) reviewed six dropout prevention programs for at-risk youth and found successful interventions to be (a) creating meaningful bonds between students and teachers
and among students, (b) connecting students to an attainable future, (c) providing academic assistance, and (d) recognizing family importance in children’s achievement and school completion. Similarly, McPartland (1994), in reviewing dropout prevention programs and interviews from students who dropped out of school, found several successful academic intervention programs, including (a) offering academic assistance, (b) providing a caring, supportive environment, (c) connecting education to future endeavors, and (d) helping students resolve personal problems.

Hayward & Tallmadge (1995), in an evaluation of dropout prevention and reentry projects in vocational education, supported smaller, more personal environments and also noted the importance of career-technical courses, formal counseling, and a structured environment with clear behavioral expectations. Programs created for students with identified problems varied but also included similar successful strategies. For example, three programs focusing on middle school students with learning and emotional/behavioral disabilities identified successful interventions as those that focused on (a) engagement, (b) strong adult relationships, (c) monitoring of interventions, (d) belongingness, and (e) problem-solving skills (Thurlow, Christenson, Sinclair, Evelo, & Thornton, 1995).

In addition, Schargel & Smink (2001) looked at a program database generated by the National Dropout Prevention Center and noted that several factors played positive roles in dropout prevention, including (a) early intervention, with family involvement and strong reading and writing programs; (b) strong relationships; (c) personalized instruction; and (d) family and community involvement. Programs consistently emphasized the importance of strong relationships with teachers or adult role models in reducing dropout rates. These relationships were built through mentoring, extracurricular activities, tutoring, or related community
programs, but the importance of strong adult relationships in lowering dropout rates emerged in every study (Dynarski, 2001; Fashola & Slavin, 1998; Hayward & Tallmadge, 1995; McPartland, 1994; Schargel & Smink, 2001; Thurlow et al., 1995).

Understanding the effectiveness of dropout prevention programs presents a challenge due to sheer number and variety, along with a lack of research-based evidence detailing outcomes. This study was designed to identify the types of dropout prevention programs in place in West Virginia schools in 2014-15 and examine their effectiveness as measured by graduation rates and principals’ perceptions.

**Use of Multiple Approaches to Address Dropout Prevention**

There is evidence supporting the idea that multiple approaches to preventing dropouts more effectively reduces dropout rates than using only one approach. *Building a Grad Nation: Progress and Challenge in Ending the High School Dropout Epidemic* reported that the programs achieving the best results in dropout prevention are those tackling multiple risk factors at once (Balfanz et al., 2014). Best practice guidance documents from multiple studies evaluating dropout prevention programs detail many programs addressing multiple risk factors for students (Balfanz et al., 2014; Christenson, 2002; Schargel & Smink, 2001), and some go so far as to state that multiple programs yield more effective intervention (Dynarski et al., 2008; Lehr, Johnson, Bremer, Cosio, & Thompson, 2004). The National Dropout Prevention Center noted that although interventions may appear to work independently, they actually work well together and frequently overlap in addressing dropout prevention (Effective Strategies for Dropout Prevention, 2015).

Lehr, Johnson, Bremer, Cosio, & Thompson (2004), in a study designed to synthesize and identify effective research-based interventions, categorized dropout interventions into
personal/affective, academic, family outreach, school structure, and work-related. According to Lehr et al., 71% of effective programs studied included a personal/affective focus, 49% included an academic focus, and 73% included more than one type of intervention, an approach endorsed by many researchers as most effective (Dynarski et al., 2008).

Lehr et al., defined the five intervention types and explained how they provide a variety of implementation approaches. Personal-affective interventions are defined as those related to self-esteem enhancement, individual counseling, or participation in interpersonal relations instruction. Academic interventions include those that provide special courses, individualized instruction, or tutoring. Family outreach interventions provide increased feedback to parents, home visits, or opportunities for increased school-related activities. School structure interventions create a “school within a school,” redefine the homeroom teacher role, reduce class size, or create an alternative school, and work-related interventions provide vocational training or participation in volunteer or service programs. The fact that key intervention components make up a part of many programs indicates that continued attention to empirical data supporting these as effective intervention components both alone and in combination is warranted.

Student engagement interventions are indirectly targeted in these five categories and have increasingly gained attention as effective components of dropout prevention programs (Dynarski et al., 2008; Grannis, 1994), with academic, behavioral, cognitive, and psychological engagement interventions working together to help reduce dropout rates (Christenson, 2002). Student engagement may, however, be considered in a different context, as part of the work-related/engagement component, when considered with such programs as fine arts, career-technical exploration, and apprenticeship programs designed to empower youth and provide intrinsic motivation. Studies indicate that a combination of approaches may better address
multiple risk factors and offer educators more opportunities to tailor intervention efforts to local needs.

**Organization of Dropout Prevention Programs in West Virginia**

Evaluating the programs in place in West Virginia and understanding the key components that reduce dropout rates requires an understanding of the initiatives West Virginia has undertaken to address its high dropout rates. In December 2009, West Virginia and five other states were selected to participate in the National Governors Association Center for Best Practices Policy Academy on State Strategies to Achieve Graduation for All Grant. This grant provided the states with data analysis, technical assistance, and funds to help develop a comprehensive state plan for decreasing numbers of student dropouts. The report that came out of that grant, *Achieving Graduation for All West Virginians* (2011), helped guide West Virginia’s policy development. According to the report, approximately 6900 students from the Class of 2009 did not graduate, resulting in combined lost lifetime earnings of $1.8 billion for that class and an increase to healthcare costs of $55.3 million. The report further states that a 5% increase in the West Virginia male graduation rate would result in an extra $35.8 million in revenue from increased earnings and reduced crime spending.

West Virginia Senate Bill 228, passed March 12, 2011, created the Local Solution Dropout Prevention and Recovery Act (2011). Senate Bill 228 emphasizes the importance of high school graduation to individuals, the community, and the state, and acknowledges that dropping out is a process rather than an event, with factors that can be addressed over time. The bill specifically mentions 10 of the 15 strategies for dropout prevention cited by the National Dropout Prevention Center (NDPC) (Effective Strategies for Dropout Prevention, 2015), whose study addressing the 15 most effective strategies is also cited in the West Virginia Department of
Education’s Comprehensive District/School Dropout Prevention Plans Guidance Document (2012). These 10 strategies include: (a) school-community collaboration; (b) safe learning environments; (c) family engagement; (d) early literacy development; (e) mentoring and tutoring services; (f) service learning opportunities; (g) alternative and nontraditional schools; (h) after-school opportunities; (i) individualized instruction, and (j) career and technical education. In addition, the bill specifies offering multiple pathways and settings for attaining high school diplomas, which is not specifically named in the NDPC’s study but was cited as one of four policy recommendations and best practices for West Virginia by the National Governors Association (NGA) grant study (Achieving Graduation for All West Virginians, 2011). This approach is also endorsed by organizations such as the America’s Promise Alliance (Balfanz et al., 2014) and the Center on Reinventing Public Education, University of Washington, which defines multiple pathways to graduation as a problem-solving approach that assumes high school students need to learn at different times and in different ways and that the traditional approach to high school education does not address these needs (Marsh & Hill, 2010).

Other recommendations by the NGA were to develop a statewide, early warning data system to increase dropout prevention training for teachers and administrators, and to create a fund to support collaborative, local solutions to the dropout problem. Senate Bill 228 addressed the National Governors Association recommendations by providing counties great leeway in implementation of dropout prevention programs through grant-writing opportunities that allow counties to bypass county and state board rules, policies, and interpretations within the confines of approved Innovation Zone Grants.

West Virginia counties can write Innovation Zone grant proposals to address dropout prevention innovatively and obtain funds through a special revenue fund in the West Virginia
State Treasury. The Local Solution Dropout Prevention and Recovery Innovation Zones funding allows a school, group of schools, or school district to be declared a Local Solution Dropout Prevention and Recovery Innovation Zone, with the provisions that they provide evidence of individual, entity or community organization partnerships; proof of commitment from staff, parents, students, the county board of education, the local school improvement council and the school’s business partners; and evidence of a plan for community awareness (Local Solution Dropout Prevention, 2011). Innovation Zone grantees must also utilize the statewide early warning system to identify students at risk. Designation as an Innovation Zone provides exception to county and state board rules, policies, and interpretations delineated within the grant plan, and funding is provided by the Local Solutions Dropout Prevention and Recovery Fund (Local Solution Dropout Prevention, 2011).

The High School Graduation Improvement Act (HSGIA), also part of Senate Bill 228, further defines West Virginia’s commitment to assisting students in earning a high school diploma and cites the need for vibrant, engaging programs, a plan for addressing truancy, an emphasis on career-technical education and job placement, credit recovery opportunities, optional pathways for graduation, and family and drug counseling services (High School Graduation Improvement Act, 2011). This Act requires county boards to demonstrate how they will use available funds to implement the HSGIA, with the goals of increasing the county graduation rate, identifying at-risk students as early as possible, providing options for at-risk students to obtain their diplomas and recovery credits, and offering GED services for students. Programs specifically named as options for academic credentials and career-technical training include Techademics, Earn a Degree-Graduate Early (EDGE), Health Sciences and Technology Academy (HSTA), Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs
(GEAR UP), truancy diversion, early intervention, dropout prevention, prevention resource officers, GED option, credit recovery, and alternative learning environments (High School Graduation Improvement Act, 2011).

**Principals’ Role in Dropout Prevention**

West Virginia holds principals responsible, in large part, for students’ academic performance and the overall performance of their schools. Students who are successful are students who graduate, so responsibility for graduation rate falls heavily on principals’ shoulders. According to West Virginia Code, §18A-1-1 (2015), principals are responsible for “the supervision, management and control of a school or schools” with a principal’s major responsibility “the general supervision of all the schools and all school activities involving students, teachers and other school personnel.” West Virginia Code §18A-2-9 (2015) further defines principals as having, under the supervision of the county superintendent, “administrative and instructional supervisory responsibility for the planning, management, operation and evaluation of the total educational program” of his or her assigned schools. Further, the West Virginia Board of Education, through the Office of Educational Performance Audits (OEPA), holds schools, under the direction of the principals, responsible for students’ success, with the primary measures being attendance, academic performance, and graduation rate (West Virginia State Board Policy 2320, 2015). In West Virginia Code §18A-3A-2b (2015), the Legislature finds that “the quality of the principal of a school is one of the most important factors in determining the academic achievement of students.” Principals whose schools do not meet OEPA standards are required to attend the West Virginia Principals’ Leadership Academy, further emphasizing the state’s assignation of responsibility for school and student success to the principal.
This assignment of principals’ responsibility for student achievement outcomes is supported in the literature in studies documenting principals’ role in school effectiveness. Hallinger and Heck (1998), in an article that reviews research from 1980-1995 exploring the link between principals’ leadership and student achievement, affirm that this link is statistically significant, although indirect and relatively small. Research makes it clear that the foundation for instructional leadership rests with principals (Center for Comprehensive School Reform and Improvement, 2005; Soehner & Ryan, 2011). A meta-analysis by Waters, Marzano, and McNulty (2003) that explores 30 years of research on the effects of leadership practices on students’ achievement also indicates that school leadership plays a substantial role in student outcomes. This study explores a lengthy list of principals’ responsibilities, including culture, order, discipline, resources, curriculum, instruction, assessment, focus, visibility contingent rewards, communication, and many others. The key factor here is that principals do influence student outcomes, including academic achievement and graduation, but the way in which this is accomplished is complex and not easily interpreted. Although the research calls for more exploration of the specific methods by which principals influence student outcomes, the literature seems clear that principals play a key role and this role should be explored in determining effective interventions in preventing dropouts.

This study will ask principals to identify key components of their schools’ dropout prevention programs based on those recommended in the West Virginia Department of Education’s Comprehensive District/School Dropout Prevention Plans Guidance Document. This study will also explore principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of these programs. The study will then seek to determine if there is a correlation between programs in place or not in place and principals’ perceptions with graduation rates during 2014-15.
CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODS

The purpose of this study is to explore the kinds of dropout intervention programs in place in 2014-15 in West Virginia high schools and to evaluate their effectiveness based on graduation rate changes, as well as principals’ perceptions of the programs’ impact. This study is set within the context of West Virginia’s attempts to address high dropout rates by utilizing research from the National Dropout Prevention Center that identified 15 effective strategies for dropout prevention (Effective Strategies for Dropout Prevention, 2015). The study focuses specifically on nine of the 15 strategies that West Virginia adopted and referenced in their Comprehensive District/School Dropout Prevention Plan (CDSDPP) Guidance Document. The study also includes a tenth strategy, alternative paths to diploma, which was cited as one of four policy recommendations and best practices for West Virginia by the National Governors Association grant study (Achieving Graduation for All West Virginians, 2011).

Research Design

The researcher used non-experimental, survey research to collect and analyze data for this study. Data were collected from an Internet URL link to a survey emailed to the entire population of 116 West Virginia high school principals for the school year 2014-15 (See Appendix B). Data were also collected from the same survey in the form of hard copies mailed via the United States Postal Service to the same population of 116 West Virginia high school principals for the school year 2014-15. Distributing the survey both online and via the U.S. Postal Service yielded 83 returned surveys, a response rate of 72%. Survey research was selected because questionnaires allow for contact with a large population, are relatively anonymous, easily scored, and allow respondents time to think about responses without pressure.
Data from the questionnaires were used to determine the percentage of responding schools utilizing each dropout prevention program in West Virginia High Schools during 2014-15 and the principals’ perceptions of programs’ effectiveness. The study also sought to determine if there was a correlation between use of multiple programs and low dropout rates and if not using a program affected graduation rate. Finally, the study sought to determine if principal perception of program effectiveness correlated with lower dropout rates.

The survey instrument first asked principals to identify dropout prevention programs in place in their schools. Percentages were used to identify which programs were in place throughout West Virginia high schools. The researcher then used the number of programs in place in responding schools to determine if any relationship existed between the number of programs used and graduation rates.

The instrument utilized statements that allowed principals to enter responses about their perceptions of the effectiveness of individual programs in place, based on a Likert-type scale, with four possible responses ranging from “very effective” to “very ineffective.” The survey included the option of indicating dropout prevention strategies that were not used in principals’ schools during the 2014-15 school year, and the researcher used this data to determine if a relationship existed between not using a program and graduation rates. Finally, the study compared principals’ perceptions of program effectiveness to dropout rates for the 2014-15 school year to determine if there was any relationship between principals’ perception of program effectiveness and dropout rates.

**Research Questions**

1) What dropout prevention programs do principals identify as being in place in West Virginia high schools?
2) What relationship, if any, exists between the number of dropout prevention programs in place and graduation rates?

3) What are principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program?

4) What relationship, if any, exists between principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program and graduation rates?

5) What relationship, if any, exists between programs not used and graduation rates?

Population and Sample

The sample consisted of 116 West Virginia high school principals listed in the 2015 West Virginia School Directory, published by the West Virginia Department of Education. Because this is a relatively small population, the entire population was surveyed. Survey invitations were sent directly to 116 individuals (n=116) via online survey and also via hard copy mailed through the United State Postal Service. Eighty-three principals chose to participate (n=83). This response rate was 72%. Although a response rate of >80% is considered optimum, Evans deems a 70% response rate acceptable for studies of this type (1991). Eighty-three respondents yielded a confidence rate of 95% with a 5.8% margin of error (Sample Size Calculator, 2016).

Instrumentation

The researcher-created survey instrument in this study was designed to determine what dropout prevention programs were in place in 2014-15 and principals’ perceptions of those programs’ effectiveness (See Appendix B). Examples of school-specific programs that would fall under each general program were drawn from the West Virginia Comprehensive District/School Dropout Prevention Plans Guidance Document (2012). The instrument provided respondents with a list of dropout prevention programs, along with some examples of each and
asked them, using a Likert-type scale, to rate each program based on their perceptions of its effectiveness in decreasing dropout rates. The instrument also gave the option of identifying the program as one not used at the principals’ schools during the 2014-15 school year.

A field test of the survey instrument, using a small sample of high school counselors, was conducted to ensure that the survey sent to the larger population allowed the research questions to be answered and that the questions were properly phrased (i.e., free of bias and not confusing). High school counselors were chosen because they have access to similar information regarding dropout prevention as high school principals and are frequently involved in dropout prevention efforts. The survey instrument was administered electronically using the web-based Survey Monkey survey tool. Potential respondents were contacted via email and provided with a link to the survey. To increase the number of respondents after the initial email was sent with two reminders, a mailed copy, via the United States Postal Service, was sent to all principals with a stamped return envelope. Great care was taken, both in the design of the survey instrument and in the collection and analysis of results, to maintain the confidentiality of respondents to the greatest extent possible. Principals were not asked to identify themselves or their schools, and the survey questions did not offer hints as to schools’ identities.

**Data Collection and Analysis**

Surveys were distributed to 116 administrators working as West Virginia high school principals in 2014-15, via an online electronic survey instrument, in early October 2015. Those who did not reply received an automatically generated second and third request. This initial request for information yielded 51 respondents, so hard copies of the survey were sent to all principals. This yielded an additional 32 responses, for a total of 83. Survey data from
responses were entered into and analyzed using the IBM SPSS Statistics Program (SPSS), version 22, to produce comparative statistics from survey responses.

Question One was answered by adding numbers of programs used by responding schools, converting this information into percentages, and entering those percentages into a table (See Table 1). Question Two was answered using a Pearson Product-Moment Correlation to determine if having more programs in place resulted in a higher graduation rate (See Table 2). Question Three used a Chi-square test to determine how principals as a whole felt about each of the 10 programs (See Table 3). Mean ratings of the programs based on principals’ perceptions were also obtained (See Table 3). An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was run for each school to determine if graduation rates were related to principals’ perceptions to answer Question Four (See Table 4). Question Five, which explored the relationship between graduation rates and programs that were not in place, was analyzed using Independent Samples T-tests (See Table 5).
CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS

In this study, data were collected and analyzed from surveys both online and via hard copy in order to determine 1) what dropout prevention programs principals identify as being in place in West Virginia high schools; 2) what relationship, if any, exists between the number of dropout prevention programs in place and graduation rates; 3) principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program; 4) what relationship, if any, exists between principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program and graduation rates, and 5) what relationship, if any, exists between programs not in place and graduation rates?

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an analysis of the data collected from these surveys. Surveys were collected from 83 of 116 West Virginia high school principals regarding programs in place in 2014-15. This chapter includes information on the sample and analysis for each question.

Sample

The sample for this study included the entire population of 116 West Virginia high school principals for 2014-15. The entire population was surveyed because of the small population size. From the 116 principals invited to participate, 83 responded, for a response rate of 72%.

Analysis of Data

**Question One: What dropout prevention programs do principals identify as being in place in West Virginia high schools?** Answers for principals for Question One were chosen based on those identified by the National Dropout Prevention Center as effective strategies for dropout prevention and subsequently cited in West Virginia Senate Bill 228, passed March 12, 2011, which created the Local Solution Dropout Prevention and Recovery Act of 2011, in
addition to “multiple pathways to graduation,” cited as one of four policy recommendations and best practices for West Virginia by the National Governors Association (NGA) grant study (Achieving Graduation for All West Virginians, 2011). The results of Question One, which asks what types of dropout prevention programs are in place in West Virginia, are detailed below in Table 1, with the percentages of responding principals indicating each program’s use in their schools. A rating of any type was considered confirmation of the program being in place, as an option of the program not being used at the school was also part of each survey question. The data were gathered by counting the occurrences in columns entered into SPSS, as reported by responding principals.

Table 1
Percentage of Schools with Each Program in Place in 2014-15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Program (n=83)</th>
<th>Percentage of Schools Reporting Program in Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School-Community Collaboration Programs</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe Learning Environment Programs</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Engagement Programs</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring/Tutoring Programs</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Learning Programs</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative School Programs</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Pathways to Diploma Programs</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After School Opportunities</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualized Instructional Programs</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career and Technical Education Programs</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The programs reported in place by the greatest percentage of schools included After School Opportunities (95%), Alternative School Programs (94%), and Career and Technical Education Programs (93%).
Education Programs (93%). The least-represented programs were Service Learning Programs (63%) and School-Community Collaboration Programs (71%). These data serve to give an overall picture of the programs in place in West Virginia for 2014-15.

**Question Two: What relationship, if any, exists between the number of dropout prevention programs in place and graduation rates?** Question Two explores the possible relationship between the number of dropout programs in place in each responding school and graduation rates at those schools. The programs principals indicated as being in place at each responding school were added to get the total number of programs in place at each school. A Pearson Product-Moment Correlation test was used to determine if more programs in place correlated to a higher graduation rate. In this case, variable X is the number of programs in place at each responding school, and variable Y is the graduation rate at each responding school. A Pearson Product-Moment Correlation was run to answer Question Two and determine the relationship between the number of dropout prevention programs and the high schools’ graduation rates. There was a weak, negative correlation between number of programs and graduation rate, which was not statistically significant (p < .05). See Table 2.

Table 2

*Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Between Number of Programs in Place and Graduation Rate*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Programs</td>
<td>n=83</td>
<td>-.126</td>
<td>.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation Rate</td>
<td>n=83</td>
<td>-.126</td>
<td>.255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p < .05
Question Three: What are principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program? Question Three explores the responding principals’ perceptions about the effectiveness of dropout prevention programs in place in their schools. First, mean ratings of the programs based on principals’ perceptions were obtained. All programs were rated with some degree of effectiveness by principals overall. School-Community Collaboration had the lowest mean rating, while Career/Technical Education Programs had the highest. See Table 3.

Then, the data were analyzed using the Chi-square test to determine how principals as a whole group felt about each of the 10 programs. The data were entered into SPSS with principals (represented by numbers) entered as nominal data. The number assigned to each principal guaranteed anonymity on the survey, and it allowed SPSS to differentiate among responders. The ordinal data being analyzed were represented by numbers 1 through 4 assigned to the percentages reported by principals, with 1 representing Very Ineffective, 2 representing Ineffective, 3 representing Effective, and 4 representing Very Effective. No value was recorded for programs reported by responding principals as not in place at their schools.

The Chi-square test was used to examine proportions of principals’ perceptions with expected proportions to see if they were significantly different. The Chi-square value was expected to increase as the difference between observed proportions and expected proportions increased. Whether the calculated Chi-square value was significant was determined by comparing it with the value from the table. If the calculated value exceeded the table value, the difference between the observed and expected frequencies was taken as significant; otherwise, it was considered insignificant. Table 3 gives details about the results obtained.
Table 3

Principal Perceptions of Effectiveness of School Programs Using Chi Square and Means

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Program</th>
<th>Chi Square statistic</th>
<th>Probability level attained</th>
<th>Mean Rating Of Effectiveness</th>
<th>Frequency of Participant Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 n=59** School-Comm. Collaboration Programs</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>2.796</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 3, Ineffective: 10, Effective: 42, Very Effective: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 n= 67** Safe Learning Environment Programs</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>3.134</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 2, Ineffective: 7, Effective: 38, Very Effective: 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 n=71** Family Engagement Programs</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>2.985</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 3, Ineffective: 12, Effective: 39, Very Effective: 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 n=74** Mentoring/Tutoring Programs</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>3.364</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 2, Ineffective: 1, Effective: 39, Very Effective: 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 n= 52** Service Learning Programs</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>2.846</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 0, Ineffective: 12, Effective: 36, Very Effective: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6 n=78** Alternative School Programs</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>3.166</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 4, Ineffective: 8, Effective: 37, Very Effective: 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7 N=74** Alt. Pathways to Diploma Programs</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>3.424</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 1, Ineffective: 7, Effective: 25, Very Effective: 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8 n=79** After School Opportunities</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>3.291</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 1, Ineffective: 7, Effective: 39, Very Effective: 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9 n=74** Individualized Instructional Programs</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>3.108</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 1, Ineffective: 7, Effective: 49, Very Effective: 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10 n=77** Career and Technical Ed. Programs</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>3.467</td>
<td>Very Ineffective: 1, Ineffective: 3, Effective: 32, Very Effective: 41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significance attained at the p<0.05 level
**n= number of programs reported in use out of 83 responding principals of WV high schools
The Chi Square test showed significance for every question principals used to rate dropout prevention programs. This would indicate that principals agree on relative effectiveness or ineffectiveness of programs. For Questions 1, 2, 3, and 9, significance occurs between *Effective* and the other three levels, including *Very Effective*, *Ineffective*, and *Very Ineffective*. These programs include School-Community Collaboration, Safe-Learning Environment, Family Engagement, and Individualized Instructional programs. For Questions 4, 6, 8, and 10, significance occurs between both *Very Effective* and *Effective* and the other two areas. These programs include Mentoring/Tutoring, Alternative School, After School Opportunities, and Career and Technical Education programs. This would indicate that more principals believe these four programs are effective than the others, overall. For Question 5, the significance occurs between *Effective* and the areas of *Very Effective* and *Ineffective*, as no respondents chose *Very Ineffective*. For Question 7, significance occurs between *Very Effective* and the other three areas. Alternative Pathways to Diploma Programs is the only program where the significance occurs between *Very Effective* and the three other areas, indicating principals believe this is the most effective program.

**Question Four: What relationship, if any, exists between principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program and graduation rates?** Data for Question Four, which explores the possible relationship between principals’ perceptions and the actual graduation rates at responding schools, were statistically analyzed using an ANOVA. The null hypothesis was that the distribution of graduation rates would be the same across all categories (Very Effective, Effective, Ineffective, and Very Ineffective) of each question. For Question Seven, significance was attained at .042, (p < .05), indicating a relationship between
principals’ perceptions and graduation rates for Alternative Pathways to Diploma Programs. The ANOVA yielded no other significance for any program. See Table 4.

Table 4

ANOVA - Relationship Between Principal Perceptions of Effectiveness and Graduation Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Program</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 n=59 School-Community Collaboration Programs</td>
<td>.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 n= 67 Safe Learning Environment Programs</td>
<td>.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 n=71 Family Engagement Programs</td>
<td>.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 n=74 Mentoring/Tutoring Programs</td>
<td>.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 n= 52 Service Learning Programs</td>
<td>.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6 n=78 Alternative School Programs</td>
<td>.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7 N=74 Alternative Pathways to Diploma Programs</td>
<td>.042*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8 n=79 After School Opportunities</td>
<td>.453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9 n=74 Individualized Instructional Programs</td>
<td>.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10 n=77 Career and Technical Education Programs</td>
<td>.744</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significance attained at p<.05
Question Five: What relationship, if any, exists between programs not used and graduation rates? Question Five, which explores the possible relationship between graduation rate and whether or not programs were in place, was statistically analyzed using an Independent Samples T-test to determine if graduation rates were related to whether or not a program was in place. See Table 5.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Program</th>
<th>Schools With or Without Programs in Place</th>
<th>Mean (SD) Graduation Rate</th>
<th>t-Test Statistic</th>
<th>Probability level attained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 School-Comm. Collaboration Programs</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.37 (5.49)</td>
<td>-.66</td>
<td>.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>89.20 (4.24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 Safe Learning Environment Programs</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.21 (5.21)</td>
<td>-1.53</td>
<td>.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>90.38 (4.53)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 Family Engagement Programs</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.79 (5.06)</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>87.77 (5.63)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 Mentoring/Tutoring Programs</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.66 (5.21)</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>88.33 (4.77)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 Service Learning Programs</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.26 (4.98)</td>
<td>-.85</td>
<td>.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>89.27 (5.43)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6 Alternative School Programs</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.30 (5.08)</td>
<td>-1.93</td>
<td>.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>92.80 (4.66)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7 Alt. Pathways to Diploma Programs</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.40 (5.09)</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
<td>.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>90.75 (5.37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8 After School Opportunities</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.57 (5.20)</td>
<td>-.45</td>
<td>.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>89.75 (3.86)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9 Individualized Instructional Programs</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.77 (4.82)</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>87.60 (7.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10 Career and Technical Education Programs</td>
<td>In Place</td>
<td>88.62 (5.09)</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not in Place</td>
<td>88.67 (6.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significance attained at the p<0.05 level

The researcher found no statistically significant results showing a relationship between programs not in place and graduation rate.
Provisions for Protection of Student Information

No information specific to individual students was be gathered, so students were not directly affected in any way by the study itself. Principals filled out surveys online or filled out and returned mailed copies anonymously. Because principals indicated their own graduation rate data for 2014-15, schools were not identified in any way. In addition, the questions asked did not in any way give information about or link to a particular school or principal.
CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter Five presents a summary discussion of findings, conclusions, and recommendations based on study results. The study used non-experimental survey research to determine 1) what dropout prevention programs principals identify as being in place in West Virginia high schools; 2) what relationship, if any, exists between the number of dropout prevention programs in place and graduation rates; 3) principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program; 4) what relationship, if any, exists between principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program and graduation rates, and 5) what relationship, if any, exists between programs not in place and graduation rates. Eighty-three principals (72%) returned questionnaires from among those emailed and mailed via United States Postal Service to 116 West Virginia high school principals. Descriptive statistics were used to present the questionnaire data analysis.

Discussion of Findings

The following sections deals with the study’s five research questions and the findings for each question. Question One asks principals to identify the dropout prevention programs in place in West Virginia high schools by identifying those in place at their schools from a list of 10 programs. Nine of the 10 intervention programs used in this study were identified by the National Dropout Prevention Center as effective dropout prevention programs and were adopted by West Virginia. In addition, this study included principals’ perceptions of the state’s use of multiple pathways to graduation, as this is suggested for county use in the WVDE CDSDPP Guidance Document, which was developed to help counties develop comprehensive
district/school dropout prevention and alternative education plans, as mandated by Senate Bill 228. Question Two explores whether a relationship exists between the number of dropout programs in place and graduation rates at these schools. Question Three explores principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each of the 10 dropout prevention programs used in the study. Question Four explores the relationship between principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program and graduation rates. Question Five explores whether or not a relationship exists between a school not having a particular program in place and that school’s graduation rate. This section deals with each question, in the order given.

**Question One:** What dropout prevention programs do principals identify as being in place in West Virginia high schools? Six programs were reported as in place by 89% or more of principals. Three programs were reported to be in place in more than 92% of schools: After School Programs (95%), Alternative School Programs (94%), and Career and Technical Programs (93%). After School Programs and Alternative School Programs both target students who are not successful in the regular classroom setting, either because of behavioral problems or failure to successfully complete work. Career and Technical Programs attempt to target students’ career interests.

Mentoring/Tutoring Programs, Alternative Pathways to Diploma, and Individualized Instructional Programs are reported as being in place by 89% of principals. All three of these programs target individual needs, including assistance in passing classes, alternative methods for attaining a diploma, and programs directed at students’ individual learning styles.

Over 80% of principals reported Family Engagement Programs and Safe Learning Environment Programs as being in place. These programs target environmental and familial issues that may affect students’ learning. Seventy-one percent reported School-Community
Collaboration Programs in place. These programs vary greatly but attempt to tap into community resources in some way. These programs are related to Service Learning Programs, the least reported at 63%, which are programs that attempt to engage students in service projects that serve their community in some way and are related to their academic programs.

**Question Two:** What relationship, if any, exists between the number of dropout prevention programs in place and graduation rates? A Pearson Product-Moment Correlation was run to see if there was a relationship between the number of programs in place and graduation rates. The resulting significance of -.126 was not significant at the p < .05 level, indicating a lack of significant correlation here between number of programs in place and graduation rates. See Table 2. This result does show an extremely weak correlation between having more programs and a lower graduation rate.

**Question Three:** What are principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program? Question Three looked at the perceptions of the principals as a whole regarding each program studied. The null hypothesis tested by Chi Square is that there will be no difference between an even distribution of principals’ perceptions across the four choices and what principals actually choose. The Chi Square analysis showed significance for every question, indicating that principals’ responses concerning perceived effectiveness of these programs is statistically significant. See Table 3. Chance alone cannot account for this, which indicates that principals have a strong level of agreement in their perceptions of programs’ effectiveness. It is important to note that the small sample size influenced the mean level of effectiveness. For example, despite the fact that the majority of principals rated School-Community Collaboration Programs as Effective, the mean level of effectiveness was 2.796. This mean was affected by the sample size of 59 principals reporting the program in place.
Question Four: What relationship, if any, exists between principals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of each dropout prevention program and graduation rates? Question Four examines the relationship between principals’ perceptions and the actual graduation rates at their schools. The ANOVA shows significance between principals’ perceptions and graduation rates for Alternative Pathways to Diploma. The fact that the only significance found is for Alternative Pathways to Diploma programs indicates there is little support for a relationship between principals’ perceptions of programs’ effectiveness and graduation rates. A closer look at Alternative Pathways to Diploma may shed some light on why this is the only program showing significance, and this will be discussed further in Conclusions and Recommendations sections.

Table 4 demonstrates the same effect of small sample size on mean discussed with regard to School-Community Collaboration Programs in the discussion of Question Three. When considering the Chi Square results, Alternative Pathways to Diploma, with a mean of 3.424 (n=74), shows significance between Very Effective and the three other areas. Comparing this to Career and Technical programs, with a mean of 3.467 (n=77), where the significance is seen between the combined Effective and Very Effective and the other two areas, shows the effect of a relatively small sample size on mean. Both programs had 41 principals rate them Very Effective, but significance is seen for Alternative Pathways to Diploma Programs and not for Career and Technical Programs, despite the lower mean score for Alternative Pathways to Diploma. This highlights the difficulties of drawing conclusions with a small sample size, as every respondent has a greater effect on the results than would be seen with a larger sample size.

Question 5: What relationship, if any, exists between programs not used and graduation rates? This question sought to determine if a relationship exists between programs not used and graduation rates in order to determine if the absence of any program affected
graduation rates. The study did not find any relationship between programs not in place and graduation rate.

Conclusions

Programs put in place after West Virginia participated in the National Governors Association grant and developed the *Achieving Graduation for All West Virginians* report (2011) may be having a positive effect. In 2013-14, West Virginia led the nation in improving graduation rates, with the fourth-greatest increase, from 81.4% in 2012-13 to 84.5% in 2013-14 (Hodousek, 2015). This included an increase from 62.1% to 70.3% for students with disabilities and an increase of 73.7% to 80.1% for economically disadvantaged students. In February 2016, Governor Tomblin recognized 47 West Virginia high schools whose graduation rates exceeded 90% in 2015 (Kercheval, 2016). Despite this encouraging news, 47 of 116 schools is only 41%, and State Superintendent Martirano declared a goal of 90% for all West Virginia high schools by 2020 (Hodousek, 2015). West Virginia schools have a long way to go to achieve this goal, and dropout prevention programs will continue to play a role in helping high schools get there.

Question One in this study sought to determine the percentage of schools using each of the 10 programs included in the study. The most commonly used programs were After School Opportunities (95%), Alternative School Programs (94%), and Career and Technical Education Programs (93%). These were followed closely, at 89% each, by Mentoring/Tutoring Programs, Alternative Pathways to Diploma, and Individualized Instructional Programs. Greater use of these six programs would imply that schools are responding to the need to address problem behaviors, failures, and individualized learning needs most often when implementing innovative programs.
Career and Technical Education (CTE) Programs, in addition to addressing individual needs, have long been used to prepare students for employment. CTE Programs’ ability to engage students and build bridges to employment opportunities and higher education is well-documented (Guarino & Yoder, 2015; Brand, Valent, & Browning, 2013; United States Department of Education, 2012). Some counties have what are called Comprehensive High Schools, with CTE programs integrated into the school day, while others have centralized CTE Centers, where students from multiple schools—and sometimes multiple counties—gather for at least part of the school day to take career and technical classes. The four remaining programs are Family Engagement (86%), Safe Learning Environment (81%), School-Community Collaboration (71%), and Service Learning (63%). These four programs often involve partnerships with outside entities and may require more collaboration to implement than programs such as the first six, which fall under the purview of school management.

In considering whether more programs resulted in a higher graduation rate (Question Two), the study did not consider specific combinations but looked only at the number of programs in place. The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation showing an extremely weak correlation (=.126, with significance attained at p < .05) between having more programs and a lower graduation rate may or may not indicate a direction to seek more information. At most, these results suggest that simply using more programs does not yield higher graduation rates. In fact, it suggests that using more programs may lower graduation rates. Further study would have to be done to determine if this is the case and what the reason for this relationship might be. In other words, determining if a broader focus is not necessarily a more effective focus would need more in-depth study.
The study did find that principals have a strong level of agreement in their perceptions regarding programs’ effectiveness. For example, the results of Question Three indicate that principals agree that four of the dropout prevention programs in the study are Effective or Very Effective. Three of these four programs—Mentoring/Tutoring, Alternative Schools, and After School Opportunities Programs—offer students academic assistance or alternative settings when they have not been successful in the regular classroom environment. This would include students experiencing academic and social/emotional problems that may display as disciplinary issues. Students for these programs self-identify or are funneled into programs based on need or inability to function successfully in the normal classroom. Participants vary from students who are remediating an individual class or need tutoring assistance to be successful to those who have been expelled and are mandated to attend an alternative school program. The fourth of the four dropout prevention programs that principals indicate as being Effective or Very Effective is Career and Technical Education programs. These programs, formerly called vocational classes, appeal to students’ interests and desire to build job skills. All four of these programs are in place at 89% or more of the schools surveyed.

The second group of programs that principals as a group identify as being Effective—rather than Very Effective, Ineffective, or Very Ineffective—are School-Community Collaboration, Safe-Learning Environment, Family Engagement, and Individualized Instruction. Three of these four programs are based on building relationships to support students. School-Community Collaboration and Family Engagement Programs work to bring in community and family support, while Safe-Learning Programs often focus on building relationships and responsible behavior among students. In all three programs, responsibility and a sense of obligation to others underlie many activities of these programs. Individualized instruction is
another program that targets individual learning needs, and it is usually attempted in the regular classroom setting. Generally, an individualized instructional program is set up not in response to deficits but rather as a teaching method or classroom offering that attempts to differentiate instruction or offer classes based on student learning modalities and levels of mastery.

Service Learning Programs was the only category where no principal rated the program as Very Ineffective, with significance occurring between Effective and the other two areas of Very Effective and Ineffective. Service Learning Programs in high schools often fall under other organizations, such as honor societies, clubs, or the Junior Reserves Officer’s Training Corp (JROTC) programs. These organizations’ goals, which seek to help students understand the meaning of citizenship, civic engagement and their own ability to determine and affect the quality of life in their communities, often overlap with Service Learning Program goals (Army Junior Reserves Officer Training Corps, 2015). Service Learning Programs do not have as many grant opportunities as some other dropout prevention programs, and the impact of such programs may not be as apparent due to their often-embedded nature and the fact that they frequently target all students rather than only at-risk students.

Alternative Pathways to Diploma, Question 7, is the only question where significance occurs between Very Effective and the other three areas. Programs falling under this category focus on getting students to graduate through innovative means that target potential dropouts as well as students who do not fit the typical high school student profile. This program is also the only one showing a relationship between principals’ perceptions and graduation rate on the ANOVA.

The fact that this study found principals’ perceptions of program effectiveness to be consistent implies that schools are garnering similar results and struggling with similar issues.
emanating from these programs and the issues they are designed to address. This study did not attempt to determine consistency of program implementation, and many of these programs are adapted to suit a particular school’s needs, so drawing conclusions about these programs in very specific terms remains impossible without further study.

The program principals agree to be most effective, Alternative Pathways to Diploma, is the most consistently implemented among the programs, as the structure of both Option Pathways and EDGE is mandated by the West Virginia Department of Education (WVDE). This might imply that more directives with regard to dropout prevention programs would yield more positive results. While the WVDE has encouraged innovative programs through such grants as the Innovation Zone Dropout Prevention Grant Program and policy implementation that supports CTE programs and community involvement, there has been little in the way of information regarding best practices and successful programs. The WVDE encourages informal visits to existing programs from schools attempting to implement new programs, but no formalized program study guide exists. Studies that probe the implementation and effectiveness of these programs could add valuable information to high schools’ repertoire of dropout prevention solutions.

After offering alternative pathways to earning a diploma, principals’ responses indicate that programs focusing on remediating struggling students’ academic deficits continues to be the primary target in decreasing dropout rates. The fact that fewer principals indicated that school-community collaboration, family involvement and safe-learning environment programs are effective might simply indicate more attention should be paid to structure and implementation of these programs. The additional burden of establishing partnerships and working in collaboration
with outside entities and family members adds to the complexity of implementing these types of programs effectively.

As stated, only Alternate Pathways to Diploma shows significance between principals’ perceptions and graduation rates (Question Four). Interestingly, this program is also the only program that principals most often rated as Very Effective. An example of this type of program is West Virginia’s Option 1 Pathway program, a blend of Career Technical Education (CTE) courses and the Test Assessing Secondary Completion (TASC™) Tests (2015). Students remain enrolled at an accredited high school while participating in TASC classes, formerly known as General Equivalency Diploma (GED) classes. This voluntary program requires both parent/guardian and student signatures on the Student/Parent Application and Contract, and an Option Pathway Team meets to determine if this is an appropriate placement for the student. Option team members may include, but are not limited to, a CTE administrator/principal/director, a school counselor, a CTE staff member, a school principal, an Option Pathway teacher, and a special education director/teacher if the candidate has an Individualized Education Plan and is receiving special education services (Option 1 Pathway, 2015).

All Option Pathways fall under the supervision of the WVDE. Other options include Option Pathway 2 and Option Pathway 3. Option Pathway 2, Credit Recovery, allows seniors needing to pass only one subject (or several subjects in the same content area) in order to graduate to take that one content area of the High School Equivalency Diploma (HSEA). Option Pathway 3, High School Equivalency Diploma, allows students dropping out of school to take the HSEA prior to leaving school. In addition, Virtual Career Technical Concentrations provides flexible scheduling through virtual CTE concentrations; onTargetWV Credit Recovery allows students to recover credits they need for graduation and helps them develop academically
targeted skills and work habits, and the Individualized Work Readiness Credential (IWRC) provides students with moderate learning deficits the opportunity to gain work readiness and occupation specific skills through a CTE career.

Another Alternative Pathways to Diploma Program is EDGE, short for Earn a Degree, Graduate Early (EDGE, 2006). The program allows high school students to earn free college credit while still enrolled in high school. Students can study health, human services, business, engineering and technical majors, among others. This program aims to motivate students and get them started on college credit that may encourage them to pursue higher education after high school. WVDE outlines requirements for each program, and schools throughout the state must follow WVDE guidelines. Principals may be especially familiar with these programs for use in dropout prevention.

While Alternative Pathways to Diploma Programs are in place in 89% of reporting schools, this type of program is not the most frequently implemented. The fact that Alternative Pathways to Diploma is rated highly by principals in terms of effectiveness and also that it is the only program with statistical evidence suggesting improved graduation rates associated with its implementation may indicate that its usage should be considered a best practice.

Question Five, which sought to determine if a relationship existed between programs not in place, and Question Two, which sought to determine if a relationship existed between number of programs in place and graduation rate, are indirectly related. Because the study did not find a relationship between programs not in place and graduation rate (Question Five), and the study did not find any relationship between the number of programs in place and graduation rate (Question Two), this raises the question of whether there might be a relationship between any specific combination of programs and higher graduation rates. It also suggests that the programs
used or not used may not be as important as the implementation of those programs. This provides yet another avenue to pursue in seeking information about program effectiveness.

Perhaps the clearest conclusion to be gained from this study is that dropout prevention programs should not be implemented based solely on individual perception of a program’s effectiveness. This study found little support for a relationship between principals’ perceptions and graduation rates at their schools. This information may inform those seeking programs to address dropout prevention in high schools across West Virginia. The next section deals with additional study that would increase understanding of program effectiveness and provide assistance in assessing programs.

**Recommendations**

Additional research on effective programs, completed by determining how programs are implemented and what components are most essential, should yield more detailed data on the approach educators could take to target at-risk students. The continued development of quality programs addressing at-risk students’ needs requires that schools receive more guidance in developing and implementing programs.

**Best Practices.** Principals’ perceptions are important, but their perceptions were necessarily based perceptions on programs with which they are familiar as implemented at their schools. As there is currently little state guidance for most programs’ implementation, it is likely that program implementation varied widely. Alternative Pathways to Diploma, the one program that showed significance between principals’ perceptions and graduation rates, is also the one program of the 10 that has significant state guidance for implementation. Development of Best Practices for programs recommended in West Virginia’s CDSDPP Guidance Document, with
program implementation guidance and examples of successful programs, would be useful to schools seeking to decrease dropout rates.

**ZoomWVe.** The West Virginia Department of Education has been working to develop a better system for tracking student information over time. The public site for this information is called the ZoomWV Data Dashboard (ZoomWV, 2015). A more detailed site that provides educators with student-specific information, ZoomWVe, includes the ability to create cohort groups of students and track grades, attendance, and discipline. A study that assists principals in setting up such cohorts and tracking students’ changes over time while enrolled in specific dropout prevention programs could yield significant results.

**Longitudinal Studies.** Studies of existing programs in West Virginia schools where dropout rates have declined (and graduation rates increased) over the past five years would be helpful in guiding such information. A study of existing programs would do well to consider a longitudinal study of program implementation over that same five year period. Qualitative study of program participants and administrators over time, in addition to more in-depth information from principals, could provide a better understanding of what is working and what is not working. Such studies would necessarily have to be within the past five years due to the cohort graduation rate computation.

**Program Participants Studies.** In addition, studies that involve students who successfully graduate through participation in dropout prevention programs could produce useful information. The difficulties associated with finding and interviewing these students might prove daunting, but student insights would add depth to understanding dropout prevention programs’ effectiveness.
Implementation Studies. Finally, to trace graduation rates over the time period of implementation of a specific dropout prevention program could be helpful in evaluating a program’s effectiveness, but this should also include a careful study of the method of implementation. The current study looked at principals’ perceptions, and while principals agreed in their overall assessment of program effectiveness, there is little statistical evidence to indicate these perceptions have a relationship to graduation rate. The study raised many interesting questions. For example, how involved with dropout prevention programs were the principals who answered the study? How were programs set up and evaluated? On what did principals base their assessment of program effectiveness? Interviews with principals themselves could offer insight into these questions and others raised by the study.

Graduation rates in West Virginia are improving, and the dropout prevention programs in place throughout the state undoubtedly have had some impact on that phenomenon, but more studies need to be conducted. To fully understand the impact of these programs on graduation rate, a much more in-depth look at the programs and participants, the methods of implementation, and the impact of the program on graduation rates over time would be needed. Perceptions of principals, administrative personnel, and students themselves continues to be of interest as well, and more study exploring the relationship between perceptions and programs may help guide dropout prevention efforts.
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY INSTRUMENT

Appendix B is the paper copy of the survey—Dropout Prevention Programs in West Virginia 2014-15 - Principals’ Feedback—that principals received via United States Postal Service and also the form exported from the online survey program used initially to collect information from principals.
Based upon your experience at the high school where you were principal in 2014-15, please provide information on how effective you think the following programs were in decreasing the dropout rate at your school. (Be sure to choose one rating for each program):

1. School-Community Collaboration Programs
   (e.g., Communities in Schools, Community Schools, etc.)

2. Safe Learning Environment Program
   (e.g., Prevention Resource Officers, etc.)

3. Family Engagement Programs
   (e.g., truancy diversion, PTO, family counseling, etc.)

4. Mentoring/Tutoring Programs
   (e.g., adult or student mentoring/tutoring, graduation coaches, etc.)

5. Service Learning Programs.

6. Alternative School Programs
   (e.g., alternative setting during or after school, may include online classes)

7. Alternative Pathways to Diploma Programs
   (e.g., TASC [formerly GED], Options Pathway, Earn a Degree, etc.)

8. After School Opportunities
   (e.g., credit recovery, enrichment programs, etc.)

9. Individualized Instructional Programs
   (e.g., fine arts engagement, technology engagement, etc.)

10. Career and Technical Education Programs
    (e.g., Health Sciences and Technology Academy [HSTA], Project Lead the Way, GEAR UP, etc.)

* Last Question! What was your high school’s FOUR-YEAR COHORT GRADUATION RATE for 2014-15?

If you need to verify your Four-Year Cohort Graduation rate, you can do so by going into WVEIS WOW and checking the CERT.13 data under WVR100 State Reporting. You can type CERT.13 in the search box, as well.

Ex: If your four-year cohort graduation rate was 88% in 2014-15, simply write 88 in the box below.
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